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Abstract— Recently, there are huge bridges and buildings in 
urbanization. Safety inspectors spend too much time checking 
damages on them one by one during a lot of time.  After that, 
he/she will make a decision on whether it is repaired or not. Due 
to the rapid growth of our domestic construction market, there 
is too much to safely check bridges and buildings. To solve this 
problem, we need AI diagnosis prediction approach. Therefore, 
in this paper, we survey some prediction models to identify and 
predict cracks in bridges. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Table 1. bridges collapsed due to aging 

 

 

 

 

 

In the case of Korea, facilities such as bridges have been 
supplied since the 1970s. Currently, facilities that have passed 
more than 4 to 50 years since completion are rapidly 
increasing[1]. The aging bridges that require maintenance 
have increased maintenance costs and require a lot of 
management. In the case of the United States, infrastructure 
built in the 30s and 50s has aged since the 80s. However, due 
to various reasons such as budget problems, the request for 
repair and reinforcement was delayed, resulting in numerous 
casualties[2]. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH 

A. Crack recognition using CNN technique 

 

 
There are more than 560 bridges nationwide that are more 

than 30 years old. Some of the bridges were corroded. There 
are also many cracks in the bridge[3]. The government has 
created guidelines for facility safety and maintenance. In 
addition, the reason for the occurrence of cracks is identified 
and managed[4]. Many studies have been conducted to 
automatically recognize cracks in bridges. Most of them use 
artificial intelligence techniques to understand the degree of 
cracking as shown in Figure 1. First, the part of the bridge that 
is expected to be cracked is photographed. Here, we analyze 
pictures using a machine learning technique called CNN. 
Therefore, cracks are automatically recognized[5]. Artificial 
intelligence techniques using CNN are also used to determine 
cracks in various buildings such as sewage pipes in addition 
to bridges[6]. 

Fig 1. Crack Recognition Using CNN Techniques 



III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES 

APPLICATION CASES 

A. Linear regression

 
Fig 2. A Linear Regression Model for Prediction of Heat Demand in Winter 

 
𝑦 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 𝑥 + 𝛽 𝑥 + ⋯+ 𝛽 𝑥                    (1) 

 
The greatest objective of linear regression is to 

mathematically analyze causal relationships that can occur 
even if other values are added by generating a model based on 
real data, mainly to infer desired values. The model mentioned 
in Figure 2 illustrates a linear regression model for analyzing 
the heating and hot water consumption consumed in winter 
and predicting the daily total amount of hot water demand in 
winter[7]. It is judged that it is possible to infer the prediction 
of the repair cost of the bridge by entering the data values 
related to the bridge in the linear regression model mentioned. 

B. Decision tree 

 

The decision tree model is an analysis technique that 
predicts how one given input value leads to a combination and 
a decision different input value. The model mentioned in 
Figure 3 is a description of the decision tree plot for predicting 
between steep and unincorporated areas in gneiss areas[8]. In 
addition, predictive models for solving these problems include 
random forests and gradual boosting machines. Using the 
examples of the models mentioned above, it would be helpful 
to predict the repair cost of a bridge by combining data for 
various predictions such as the width of the bridge, the number 
of vehicles passing through per day, and data values that 
understand the degree of cracks using CNN techniques. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper considers applying CNN techniques to linear 
regression techniques using linear regression techniques and 
CNN techniques among the above-mentioned application 
cases to determine the repair costs of aging bridges. In future 
studies, a study on predicting the repair cost of bridges is 
planned by inputting actual data values to each model. 
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Fig 3. Decision tree for prediction between steep and non-slope areas 
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